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With respect to methodology and norms of evidentiary proof, there is a significant difference between 

historically informed social science and historical research informed by social science theory. And then 

there is an altogether different category of historically oriented but not historically informed social 

science theorizing, which appears most often in historical anthropology and historical sociology. This 

hefty volume, a shortened and revised version of Tschacher’s February 2009 Habilitationsschrift (filed 

with the Philosophische Fakultät of the Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule Aachen), 

belongs in the third column. Historians will quickly discern that this study is one of meta-historical 

theorizing rather than a primary-source based study of kingship in local practice (like John Bernhardt’s 

»Itinerant Kingship and Royal Monasteries in Early Medieval Germany, c. 936–1075, Cambridge 

1993). Tschacher is interested in updating traditional constitutional history by guiding it around both the 

»cultural turn« and the »spatial turn« – in essence, by the application of a fusion of sociological and 

cultural theory.

Recognizing that German kinship never functioned in a vacuum of Alleinherrschaft, the reader is 

advised early on by the author that, from the elective Roman-German kingship of the Middle Ages to 

the constitutional monarchy of the long 19th century, kings negotiated their public authority with other 

stakeholders in the territorial aristocracy and urban elites. Therefore, kingship was in actuality not a 

static constitutional system but rather an interactive social and cultural practice situated within social, 

cultural and spatial structures. From this observation, Tschacher builds his theoretical model on three 

foundations: (1) sociologist Max Weber’s »Herrschaftstheorie«, in which any form of royal lordship 

(from Charlemagne to Wilhelm II) came in a combination of three types: charismatic (giftedness and 

public veneration), traditional (patriarchal and dynastic), and rational-legal (bureaucratic); (2) the 

conclusion of cultural studies theory that culture itself is a »furiously contested field« (p. 13) of 

asymmetrical power relationships in a battle over hegemony, which is then communicated spatially on 

a local level through unifying cultural forms that legitimate the monarch’s self-representation among 

local supporters (e. g. through coronations, adventus domini rituals, urban buildings and monuments, 

and artwork); (3) sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s »Herrschaftssoziologie«, wherein successful kings 

amass through social performance not only economic capital (material wealth) but also cultural capital 

(literacy and knowledge, artworks, technology, abilities and prestige) and social capital (membership in 

social groups such as family, party, profession, etc.), thereby transforming their symbolic capital into 

symbolic power and de facto political lordship. 
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What emerges quite clearly and crisply in the first chapter of this book is a view that the power behind 

the throne is not political or constitutional forces at work in decision-making, but rather it is negotiated 

cultural power, which ultimately assures the sovereign presence in all quarters of local life. In an effort 

to incarnate this abstract theory across more than a millennium of German kingship, Tschacher 

employs the historical anthropology approach of microhistory by focusing on the city of Aachen. Here 

one can combine the cultural and spatial turns and consider the city as »an appropriated space« 

where »thickened communication, social representation, and class development« take place (p. 16). 

A thick network of urban actors, media, and public opinions can thereby by appropriated to capitalize 

kingship through public rituals (e. g. festivals and celebrations), corporations, and social hierarchies. 

The only fundamental difference between the medieval and modern typologies of kingship in this view 

is that the former was more personal, oral, and direct, whereas the latter was more public and media 

driven. Aachen would seem a natural locus for such a story, given its history as the coronation city of 

the Roman-German kings and a special place of national and even European memory for the 

millennium and some under study here. Yet the actual primary source base varied profoundly over the 

many centuries considered in this book. Furthermore, Aachen in actuality became a rather neglected 

locale after seeing its last royal coronation in 1562 and had already long been overshadowed by the 

powerful nearby city of Cologne. Though Napoleon and the Prussian Hohenzollerns would try in turn 

to resurrect the city’s traditional aura for the purpose of their own dynastic legitimation, its enduring 

Rhineland and Catholic identity proved of little mythic use to these latter-day emperors. Though the 

author promises a Geertzian »thick description« of Aachen’s embodiment of the cultural-constitutional 

history of German kingship, one really only touches down briefly at points along an extended flight 

over such an expanse of time and territory. The meta-historical sampling in support of theory which 

then results produces an extremely imbalanced evidentiary base across the almost 1200 years 

traversed in the book: the chapter on the sizeable 736-year medieval period (814–1550) comprises a 

mere 60 pages and the 250-year early modern era (1550–1800) chapter just 43 pages. Yet the 14-

year Napoleonic era (1880–1814) chapter alone takes up 44 pages, the 75-year Prussian era (1815–

1890) chapter 69 pages, and finally the chapter on Wilhelm II’s 28-year reign a full 64 pages. 

Therefore readers interested in Napoleon (who ended the Holy Roman Empire) and Wilhelm II (who 

ended the German Empire) will be better served than those keen on any medieval monarchs – that is, 

those monarchs with the real historical ties to Aachen – or on any early modern monarchs as well. 

For medievalists in particular, it may well seem implausible to say, even with newly minted theoretical 

terminology, that Charlemagne’s kingship was more dependent on »permanent production of symbolic 

capital in the form of charisma and legend« than on the division of economic capital through patronage 

(p. 92). And it will seem accurate but redundant to emphasize Carolingian efforts (though not 

necessarily solely by the emperor himself) to institutionalize his charismatic kingship with dynastic 

stability through expanding its legitimacy beyond traditional warlord charisma into an inheritable 

theocratic charisma. Ernst Kantorowicz’s classic study of medieval political theology (»The King’s Two 

Bodies«, 1957) has already made this point through deep study of the sources; therefore, relabeling 

this dynamic as the accumulation of cultural capital does not make it a new insight into Carolingian 
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kingship. In this context, there also seems to be some inaccurate conflation of Weber’s typology of 

heroic, charismatic kingship with the medieval hierocratic theology of royal anointment – charisma is 

not the same thing as charism, force of personality is not the same thing as sacrality. As Shakespeare 

reminds us in »Richard II«, »Not all the water in the rough, rude sea/can wash the balm from an 

anointed king;/The breath of worldly men cannot depose/the deputy elected of the Lord…/for heaven 

still guards the right« (Act 3, Scene 2). Now this is not a unique instance where modern sociological 

and anthropological typologies meet medieval mentalities and find unfitted edges between them, as 

Philippe Buc has already taught us (»The Dangers of Ritual. Between Early Medieval Texts and Social 

Scientific Theory«, Princeton 2001). Among German scholars there are several medievalists who have 

warned modern historical anthropologists about this risk, among them Hannah Vollrath and Wolfgang 

Reinhard. Though Tschacher cites these latter two historians (p. 33, fn. 162–163), he does not engage 

their arguments or their implications for his study, and he appears unaware of Buc’s book altogether. 

Finally, any historian of German monarchs will chafe at the usual social science approach that 

emphasizes structural forces, since even the monarchs covered here lose agency and are defined 

rather as cultural constructs shaped by the specific people they rule (i.e. ruling elites among the 

aristocracy and bourgeoisie) in a narrowly specific place (Aachen). This particular study would have 

been an excellent locus for a consideration of the issue of personal agency in kingship amid structural 

forces, as historians and social scientists have a different sense of the past in this fundamental regard. 

The book has many strong sections, let us be sure to emphasize. As with most cultural history, the 

most cogent and compelling portions are those that keep from conflating political-constitutional history 

or economic history as mere extensions of cultural history and so study cultural history in its own 

cultural sphere and register. The studies of public forms of communicating kingship to those under 

royal lordship in Aachen (via parades, ceremonies, festivals, buildings like the Rathaus and above all 

the Marienkirche with its throne and royal tomb, artworks, etc.) make the best case for a circumscribed 

yet powerful form of symbolic capital. Cultural modes of royal patronage can indeed be seen as 

kingship in action, alongside other acts of royal patronage in the economic and political realms. 

Charlemagne’s widespread acquisition of relics surely fulfilled this capitalization process, in a distinctly 

religious register, for example. And so Tschacher is to be commended for showing the contours of 

cultural power and its ability to buttress political authority and legitimacy. 

The theme of the book is said to be »Verfassungsgeschichte in actu«(p. 391), with Aachen as the field 

on which various players shaped the cultural constructs of kingship. Tschacher makes clear: »Die 

vorliegende Arbeit verfolgte einen theoriegeleiteten Ansatz zur Analyse des historischen Materials. Sie 

versteht sich als Baustein einer Theorie von Herrschaft im historischen Prozess, die ein 

Forschungsdesiderat darstellt« (p. 399). Hence to be fair it does not purport to be an historical study 

but rather an effort to provide a theoretical approach to historical study of primary source material. And 

in fact this is where the books’ greatest strength and weakness resides. It was surely an imposing task 

to integrate three theoretical systems (Weber’s »Herrschaftstheorie«, modern cultural history theories 

of power, microhistory, and space, and Bourdieu’s »Herrschaftssoziologie«) and also give life to the 

resulting timeless abstract amalgam of social science typologies (cultural constructs that they are) by 
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trying to move them through almost twelve centuries at a fast pace. So the author has this reader’s 

respect for his sizeable intellectual labor. 

On the other hand, historians will likely feel that over 400 pages of text should have yielded more 

learning from historical analysis to prove the viability of the voluminous theoretical arguments that 

predominate. In essence, the book is a thesis rich and evidence poor meta-historical study, which is 

historically oriented but minimally historically informed social science theorizing. More space could 

have been given of these 400+ pages to close, historical study of the primary and secondary sources 

as compelling evidence instead of relying on the force of argument as proof for a thesis. Citing Weber 

or Bourdieu as evidence teaches much about the lenses we are being asked to try on, but little about 

the object of our gaze through the lenses. Indeed, there is an odd disjuncture between the timeless 

theorizing sections (Darstellungen) and the historical source analysis sections (Quellen) to validate the 

theories. Since the author rightly notes that we still lack a modern comprehensive history of Aachen 

(though one is now in the works under the excellent editorship of Thomas R. Kraus), it would be more 

efficacious to research and write this history through careful study of the primary sources than to build 

grand unifying theories which produce fine meta-historical constructs but do little to prove their 

historical reality. Clearly this reader speaks from the historian’s preference to foreground the primary 

sources through historical research rather than foregrounding a hypothesized theory when considering 

historical questions, since theories have a way of predetermining what will count as evidence and so 

could well prevent the discovery of information we never knew we never knew. The readers of this 

review will simply need to choose their preferred methodological predilections: for historically oriented 

social science theorists this book will seem a sound and deeply thought-out piece of conceptual 

thinking; for research historians it will surely stimulate interesting thought exercises but do little to 

substantiate them through primary source research. The author has certainly achieved his goal of 

providing a cultural theory of kingship.
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